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Forward –
Turbocharge your Sales Presentation is a private report that I wrote for a company I
worked for some years ago, to train their other salesmen.
This dynamic information, now unavailable anywhere in the world, gives you a thorough
blueprint of crafting scripted, supercharged sales presentations … and a key element
often overlooked … when to shut up!
I offer my thanks to the company which employed me as a salesman. The name of the
company is Star-Tel, and they are in the business of manufacturing specialized telephone
and computer equipment that is used in the answering service and call center industry.
(For this reason, some of the examples given here will relate to such equipment.)
The basic structure of the interview, the recommendation, and the close I first learned at
an answering service convention in San Francisco, on February 23, 1983, where a woman
named Diane Pearson gave a talk about this method used in selling answering service to
call-in prospects.
Some of the material from the "Interview Form" is adapted from "The Magic of Rapport"
written by my friend Jerry Richardson, which in turn is from Neuro-Linguistic
Programming (NLP) concepts of Bandler & Grinder.
I’ve sold $9.95 voicemail service, $4,500 musical instruments, and StarTel’s industrial
equipment up to $240,000 in a single sale, using this simple, clear, easy to follow system.
You can, too.

Background
Although the following material deals with sales and sales techniques, it is best to avoid
words like "sell" and "salesman" when dealing with clients. These words sometimes
make clients wary. Words like "installed" and "Marketing Representative" can be used
instead.
Also, instead of the word "prospect" to describe the person to whom you hope to sell
your product, we will use the word "client".
You know why? That's who he is.
"Presentation" vs. "Interview" -- Presenting your product successfully will usually
involve more listening than talking. Although we say "The Sales Presentation", it might
almost better be called "The Sales Interview" because that's the most important thing you
do, and you probably spend more time here than on any other activity during your visit.
When you do present information to the client, you present information that he thinks is
important. You learn what he thinks is important by listening in the interview.
When you do present information to the client, you present it in ways so that he really
gets (and likes) what you say. This magical "way" of saying things is derived from some
things you learn by listening in the interview.
So the "Sales Presentation" consists of a lot of interviewing, then on the basis of what
you have learned by listening, you present material which he will think is important, and
you present it in a way that he will understand and approve of.

Key Essentials
Get this:
What clients weigh most is COST vs VALUE.
If COST seems heavy, he'll pass. If VALUE seems heavy, he'll buy.
The salesperson must:
Educate client about what's good about the product.
Motivate the client to buy. (You can lead a horse to water. You can't make him drink. But
you can probably make him thirsty.)
Note that the interview is where you will determine which items to select for his
education and how the client may be motivated.
It's useful to have a script, or basic pattern:\

Sales Presentation Pattern
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Opening
The Interview
The Recommendation
Closing the Sale
Handling Objections 1
Call Back

Part 1: THE OPENING
This is your opportunity to create a good first impression. You don't get a second chance
to create a first impression. In many cases, tests show that the first impression will create
half or more of the total impression left after a conversation.
This part is rather easy to do well. For one thing, your tone (or body language in face to
face meetings) is weighed much more carefully than the actual words you use, and tone
(or body language) is very easy for you to control.
The Opening is most likely to happen on the telephone before you ever get to his office.
Either he calls you or you call him.

If he calls you -Answer the phone with something like "Marketing, May I help you?" or "(your name)".
This puts the ball in his court. Use a pleasant telephone voice. Speak neither fast nor slow
in this sentence. He'll then tell you what he wants. Note whether he talks fast or slow.
From now on, you will talk at the same rate as he does.
You know why? That's the speed he best comprehends, and he will perceive you as a
kindred soul. It helps him understand you and like you. This is magically powerful.
After he says what he wants, you RESPOND APPROPRIATELY.
An Appropriate Response:
1. Let him know you understand why he's calling.
2. Assure him you ARE the person who can help him.
3. Make it obvious that you're happy to talk to him.
CALLER:
YOU:
with you."
AVOID:
(CALLER:)
(YOU:)
(CALLER:)
(YOU:)
concentrator."

"How much are your concentrators?"
"OK (acknowledgement), I'll be happy to go over that

"How much are your concentrators?"
"How many customers?"
"How much are your concentrators?"
"Well, it depends on the size of the

See, the guy asked about cost and you want to assure him you understand why he's
calling, that you can help him, and you're happy to talk to him. You don't cross his
questions with another question, and you don't allow him to launch you into a later part of
your presentation before you're ready.

Now, it's time for the INTRODUCTION:
If he hasn't yet given you his name, you need to get it now. It you haven't yet given your
name, say:
"This is (your name). Who am I talking to?"
It's important to get their name early in the conversation. Here's why:
His brain can process at 600 words per minute (like in speed reading), but you can only
talk at about 120 words per minute. His mind HAS TO WANDER 3/4ths of the time.
But you can call his attention back any time you want, just by saying his name. When
you say it, you will have his Full attention for about 7 seconds. This is magically
powerful.
You AVOID using his name when discussing COST, and you USE his name whenever
discussing the VALUE (benefits, problem solutions).

If you call him -It's best if he's a "lead", that is, he's sent in a card or something to indicate interest. If not,
next best is to have a referral - - the name of somebody who told you to call him. If not,
it's good if you know something about him. At the least, you could read his yellow page
ad before calling him.
I'm still clumsy at this, so I don't have a lot of suggestions. Obviously, you've got to
introduce yourself and your company, ask him how he's doing, and state the purpose of
your call. It helps if you can speak of something that is currently going on with him, or
something about him.
Example: "This is Arthur Cronos. I work for StarTel Corporation. Joe Dokes told me to
call you. He said you have rather an interesting operation. It happens that I'm going to be
in Houston next week and I would like to meet you."

Part 2: THE INTERVIEW (Fact Finding)
This can be on the phone or in his office. Parts of it are easier on the phone. You will
want to fill out the Interview Form, because you must have the answers to several things
on it before you get into your recommendation.
If he asks prices and you start quoting them, you lose.
The first thing you do is get his permission to ask him some questions -"Well, let me ask you a few questions..."
"To make sure I understand your situation, may I ask a few questions?"
When he says yes, he's agreed to your role as interviewer.
The order in which to go through the interview form doesn't matter too much, but I often
start with "current operation".
You ask questions and listen carefully, noting down the essential facts. From time to
time, use "Active Listening" technique to make sure you've got it right. This means
paraphrasing what he just said back to him.
Eg: "So, if I understand you, Mr. Jones, you are concerned that equipment be modular, so
that you can grow during this next year. Is that right?" This will make him think you are a
brilliant conversationalist, and that (at last!) somebody understands him. This is
magically powerful.
Resist the temptation to leap into a sales spiel about wonderful feature X just because he
gives you a marvelous opening. Instead, make a note that he wants "Benefit Z" and note
"Feature X".
Your task at this stage is to interview him, get the facts, and note them down. NOT talk at
him.
You ask your questions and make notes. Continue until the sheet's all filled in. The actual
two things that you must have before you leave Fact-Finding are –
1. Three Benefits he wants. (IMPORTANT)
2. The system you will recommend. (EASY)
Your interviewing him until you get these Three Benefits is probably the single most
important thing you do in the entire sales presentation.
Because once you know what he wants, you can show him how your product is going to
give him just that, and then he will move heaven and earth to get it. This is magically
powerful.

And, of course, on the other hand, if you don't take the time to find out what he wants,
you won't be talking about what he wants. How much close attention would he then pay
to you?

THE INTERVIEW FORM
Client's Plan (in Client's Mind):
Current Operation - Number of customers, type of equipment. Foreign Exchange
concentrators with I customers.
Questions to use “What kind of equipment are you using now?" "How many customers do you serve?"
Target Operation Number of customers, type of equipment, when. Questions to use "What's your target operation?" (Sometimes they won't understand this.) "Looking down
the road, suppose the answering service was running just the way you'd like it. What does
it look like? How many customers? How many operators?" "By what date would you like
this to have happened?"
The Steps Sometimes, he already has an idea in his mind of the
steps between now and then. Note this here.
Note that "The Plan" is the plan as he sees it. They often already have a fully worked out
vision of what they want and how to get there. Find out what it is and make notes. You
may later suggest modification of his plan, but right now you just want to write
down the plan that's in his mind. Once you know the route he envisions, you'll find he
won't resist your leading him along that route. After all, that's where he thinks he has to
go.
Benefits:
"What do you want new equipment to do for you?"
"And while we're on the subject, is there anything else you'd like to get from using new
equipment?'
"What are the three worst problems you have in your company?" (CC(-LEM1—)
"Why do you want new equipment?"
"Why are you considering changing the equipment you use?" "What's wrong with what
you have now?"
You'll recall that the interview is the most important part of the entire sales presentation.
It's also true that finding the benefits he wants is the most important part of the interview.
Therefore, finding 3 benefits is the most important thing you do.
They will often volunteer things at other times in your interview, either before or after
you're asking about benefits, so be alert to this. For example, when you come in he's

complaining about some problem he's having that chews up his time, like training
operators. It may be that "increased convenience" due to "reduced training time" will be a
major benefit in which he's interested.
I've noticed that they want different things. One guy is concerned about making more
money. Another guy doesn't give a damn about bringing in more money through the
door, but is obsessed with saving money on labor.
You could argue that it boils down to the same thing -- larger bottom line profit -- but it
NOT the same.
For the second guy, you will later say "labor savings... labor savings... labor savings."
And he will hear you and be interested. If you say "greater income" to the second guy, he
will not listen with the same attention.
I've identified 9 types of benefits they buy:
Their Benefits

How they’ll get Benefits (from features)

Make Money

by adding clients, charging higher, or by
new services, etc.

Save Money

eliminating concentrators, savings on labor,
no more "free" messages, etc.

Save Time

something about the equipment will take
less of his time, or less manager's time.

Convenience

somehow making his job easier, like less
operator turnover, easier quality control,
etc

Quality (being high-class)

he wants to offer a higher quality service,
like less misfiled messages, unreadable
messages, up-to-date locates, etc.

Freedom from worry

("carefree") he wants relief from something
that bugs him, like switchboards becoming
obsolete, maintenance problems, etc.

Image

He wants a fancy looking operation, or a
smoother, more professional sound, etc. He
may just want the best equipment because
it looks good

Expansion

He wants to be bigger. Bigness, by itself,

attracts him.
Novelty

He likes new projects, or a novel challenge.
Something new to do

The most common ones I see are Make Money, Save Money, Quality, Carefree, Expand,
and Novelty.
So just ask him what he wants you may have to prompt him form this list. Remember, he
will often volunteer these as he talks.
Range of $ available for project
"What is your budget for this project?"
Ask this question and shut up. If he has concerns about it, he will tell you a figure. If he
can afford most anything (or if he has no money at all), he may hem and haw. Usually
he'll tell you.
Now also ask -"What's a comfortable amount for you to invest monthly?"
These two figures may not go together. For example, $30K for a system may work out to
only $700 monthly, but he might say his budget is only $15,000, and at the same time he
tells you that he can afford $900 monthly.
You need to know how to convert a “Total Investment” into a “Monthly Investment” and
vice versa. The formula is simple …
As this is written (1983), recent figures for Fleet Credit Corporation (for equipment
leases) are $23.16 per thousand (includes the investment credit with 10% residual). This
kind of figure will vary from time to time, and will vary from industry to industry.
If you’re selling $9.95 gadgets one at a time, you probably won’t have to make this kind
of calculation, but if you’re selling $9.95 gadgets like that, then you probably can’t
possibly make any money, unless they’re going like hotcakes with no sales presentation
at all.
So if you’re selling $9.95 gadgets, then switch into selling them by the boxcar load, and
you’re back up to thousands of dollars, and again you will want to know how to quickly
convert Total Investment to Monthly Investment, or back again.
Here’s the example for Fleet Credit Corporation –
$30,000
X 0.2316

Total Investment
Conversion Factor

= $600

Monthly Investment

or
$ 900
/ .02316
= $38,860

Monthly Investment
Conversion Factor
Total Investment

Note down his answers. You will need them later for cost justification. Knowing this can
also save you the mistake of trying to sell a big model when all he can handle is a small
model, or presenting a small model when he could easily have a big model.\

Issues & Concerns
This is where you note things he spontaneously says are important to him, such as …
He says:
“Alston (brand) costs too much.”
“Is there a good warranty?”
“My operators can’t type.”
“I want those remote printers.”
“What happens if it breaks?”
“What are the standard procedures for my
operators?”
“I need lots of patching for my doctors.”
“System must be modular for easy
expansion.”

You write:
Alston too high
Wants warrantyh
Ops can’t type
Wants remote printers
Concerned re repair
Likes using standard Op procedures
Drs. need patching
Wants modular system.

Speech Rate –
This is something you can fill in as soon as you hear him speak. Examples –
"med slow, Texas accent, confident"
"quick, cheery, laughs"
"med, measured, careful"
This will serve you very well. What you will do from here on out, whenever you talk to
this guy, is speak at the rate he speaks, in a similar tone.
Here's why -If you talk at the same rate, you build a rapport with him at the subconscious level. This
is the first and most fundamental magical thing you do which will cause him to perceive
clearly what you say. Furthermore, it makes him like and trust you. It is magically
powerful.
You might think someone would notice, and perhaps object. Amazing fact: he won't
notice.
When I tested this one thing while doing sales in my answering service, our sales went up
30 percent in a 3 week measured test.
Don't discount this. It's extremely powerful.

(Perceptual Mode):
Many people process information internally in a specific way:
1) visual -- the guy thinks in pictures and images
2) auditory -- he talks to himself in his head
3) kinesthetic -- he goes by how it feels
Some people do all three, but many people do mainly one. It's perhaps related to how
they remember best, or how they most easily learn.
He will give you cues as to which is his dominant mode. While he is talking, pay careful
attention to the particular words and phrases he uses. This is easier on the phone than
when you are looking at him. For example …
He's visual if he says –
"I saw a guy"
"It appears"
"pretty as a picture"
"looks clear to me"
"he'd never seen"
"look at this"
"eyeball that"

He's auditory if he says -"I heard about"
"he listened"
"did you hear about"
"clear as a bell"
"sounds good"
"I told him"
"rings true"
He kinesthetic if he says –
"seems ok"
"feels comfortable"
"take the ball and run with it"
"give me your hand on that"
"keep in touch"
"touch bases"
"I'm uncomfortable"

Jot down each phrase or word that indicates a perceptual mode. The above lists are
nowhere near complete.
When you’ve frilled up the vocabulary column, go down the list and for every visual
word make a check mark on “visual,” and the same for “auditory” and kinesthetic. (Later
on when you get good, you can skip writing words and just make checks as he talks.
However, at first, you'll learn best by writing down the words.)
If you find lots of checks on say, "auditory" when you're done, you should assume that
his dominant mode of perception is what he hears (NOT what he sees).
Now we come to the second magical thing you can do when you talk to him. Use the
same mode he uses.
If he's visual, show him pictures, draw graphs and say "Let me show you what I mean.
You see this box here? That shows the operator everything she neeai—to see about the
client. This appears to be about the best thing..."
If he's auditory, have him call Mr. Satisfied User on the phone, repeat catchy phrases, and
say "You've heard that this equipment can sound like a cash register? It sure-TOis! Every
time you hear your operator sounding smooth and professional, it's just like the sound of
a cash register ringing."
If he's kinesthetic, touch him often (when appropriate), let him feel the buttons on an
operator console, and say, "You can feel assured that you're totally in touch when you
have these management statistics in your—hiRai: No more fumbling around..."
When you talk to a guy using his speech rate and his dominant mode, you will have his
full attention and he will clearly comprehend what you are saying. It is magically
powerful.
There are also some other ways to determine a person's dominant perceptual mode:
As he speaks, not looking at you, note whether he rolls his eyes up, down to the left (or
going side to side), or down to the right.
These positions correspond to visual, auditory, and kinesthetic processing of data. I don't
know how accurate this is as I always forget to notice.
Sometimes you get clues by looking at his office. Is it very neat and visually attractive?
Visual. Is it all organized around the telephone? Auditory. Is it set up with a feel for
comfort? Kinesthetic.
You can also ask him: "How do you like material presented? You like it written, with
charts, or you like to talk things over, or do you mainly like to go along and get a sense of
how it feels?"

About half the time, you will get a clear indication of his dominant mode. But sometimes,
he seems to use all three.
When you really get a dominant mode, say to yourself, "Hot dog!" It's magic.

Decision Strategy:
People tend to do things in patterned ways. For example, on buying automobiles, some
people will shop every dealer in town, others will do research in Consumer's Reports,
some will ask their golf buddy's advice, and others will spring for the first flashy thing
that catches their eye.
On the purchase of another piece of equipment of about the same cost, they will tend to
use the same strategy pattern to come to a decision.
They may use a completely different strategy on a box of paperclips, or on the purchase
of a commercial building. But in a similar price range, they'll use a similar strategy.
If you can find out what procedure they used on a similar investment in the past, the odds
are good that you can predict how they will go about the investment. Knowing this helps
you to go about things in a way that works with his pattern, not against it. This way, you
avoid fights and he finds your leading him to be comfortable.
And the way to find out his pattern is to ask him.
"Have you ever invested in a large piece of equipment before?" Write down what is was
under "item". If he's never bought any equipment, go for a house or car.
You want to know three things:
A) "What got you interested in even considering (a new car) in the first place?
B) “And then how did you go about selecting one and coming to a decision?”
C) "After you got it, did it work out the way you expected, or did you worry a lot?"
(Verification)
Probe for details and he will tell you exactly the process through which you should lead
him.
I've found remarkable parallels between the way a guy buys a Chevrolet and the way he
buys StarTel equipment. Example:
Chevrolet
A. Interest
B. Decision

Old car broke down

StarTel equipment

Trouble getting
switchboards repaired
Had seen Chevy on the road His buddy in another town
and liked how it looked
had StarTel and it looked
(image)
good (image)

C. Verification

Concerned re mileage (save
money)

Concerned re labor costs
(save money)

Liked the salesman, guy
was knowledgeable (took
advice)

Liked me, thought I
sounded knowledgeable
(took advice)

Adked friends for
experience (a little casual
research)

Wanted to check with other
owners for experience
(casual research)

Had some trouble, but no
more than expected.

(Requires some follow-up
reassurance.)

Realize that this is another magical thing. You will probably now know something about
him that he doesn't know himself. From this, you'll get a clear picture of the steps you'll
need to set up for him and whether he's likely to experience "buyer's remorse". Also, the
"Interest" item is usually pointing straight at a major benefit.
Also, please realize that Decision Strategy is not as high a priority as "Benefits" (#1) or
"Client's Plan", or "Range of $ Available".
-- At this point, your interview is more or less complete. Although you may add to your
Interview Form later, it is all complete with the exception of two portions relating to
objections and closes. --

Part 3: THE RECOMMENDATION
There are four steps you do:
A) Recommend equipment configuration.
B) Discuss amount of investment. (Cost)
C) Discuss BENEFITS of the equipment. (Value)
D) Ask Committing Questions
It is assumed that you have done enough fact-finding so that you know at least 3 benefits
and what equipment configuration to recommend. So now, you work up a worksheet to
determine costs. You're not going to offer the client a lot of choices -- that would just
confuse him and give him a difficult task to evaluate.
In most cases, you are going to recommend ONE choice. (There is an exception. You can
sometimes do up two worksheets and present some pros and cons of the two systems. If
you take that route, they will give you a clear signal of preference, after which you
absolutely agree that it sure is the better choice and then that one is your
recommendation, then focus on that one.
.
When you do up the worksheet, at the bottom, add up System Total, Installation, and
Sparesl, This is the figure that would appear on a purchase agreement.'
Multiply this total by a reasonable lease factor so that you get a monthly investment
figure.
As of this writing, Fleet Credit Corporation uses $23.16 per thousand on a 60-month
lease (passing the I.C., with a 10% residual).
Example
$100,000
14,000
6,000
=$120,000
x
.24
= $2,880

System Total
Installation and Training
Spares
“Total Investment”
high lease factor
“Monthly Investment”

Now that you have these two figures...

RECOMMEND EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION.
You say something like "From what you've told me, I recommend our System X with Y
operator positions and Z concentrators. Now this includes (stress this word) the A, and
the B, and the C and D, and the E and the F and the G, too."
These items A through G are various features that the two of you may have discussed
during the interview or which you now pull from thin air.
For example: "From what you've told me, Tom, I recommend the System 2800 with 6
operator positions and a small remote concentrator to handle 72 customers out of the
foreign exchange. This system includes the management statistics and the features to
allow you to monitor your operators for quality control. It has the ability to broadcast
messages to your clients, remote printers, or to alphanumerize pagers, to save you labor
on check-ins. It has provision for joint user screens, as well as handling the Doctor's
Clinic you mentioned. This will include on-site spares and a built-in modem so that our
service department can do remote diagnosis. And this includes the new 80 megabyte hard
disk with redundant writing on the platters for safety."
Remember:
What clients weigh most is COST vs. VALUE.
If COST seems heavy, he'll pass. If VALUE seems heavy, he'll buy.
In the example above, when you recommend the configuration you "throw in" a long list
so that you add to the VALUE side. This makes it clear that he's getting A LOT.
And now we come to the 2nd Step …

DISCUSS AMOUNT OF INVESTMENT.
Don't even mention the Total Investment figure. It will be on your worksheet, right out
where he can see it, but you point right at The Monthly Investment figure, and say:
"Your monthly investment for this system would be only $X."
If this figure is within the monthly investment he said he could afford, you say "And
that's in your range, right?"
If this figure is larger than the monthly investment he said he could afford, you say "This
is only $Y over what you wanted to invest, and I think it will easily be worth that to you."
Since you've just loaded up the COST side, you now quickly load the VALUE side:
And now we need to …

DISCUSS THE BENEFITS:
What's the difference between "Features" and "Benefits"?
Features are descriptions. They tell what something is or does. Features don't sell.
Examples of "Features" –
"It has an 80 megabyte hard disk."
"We have a good service department."
"It can broadcast messages to remote printers."
"It displays mastercard, if and locate information."
Benefits DO sell. Examples of "Benefits" –
"The big 80 megabyte hard disk means you can relax, knowing you've got room to spare
for expansion."
(Expand.)
"The experts in our service department ensure you that your system stays reliably on the
air. That keeps your customers happy, and reduces customer loss." (Carefree.)
"When you broadcast messages to remote printers, you save on check-in labor."
Money.)

(Save

"Your complete display of Mastercard, If and Locate information is a tremendous selling
tool and will help you to get more customers."
(Make $.)
Remember, there are 9 BASIC BENEFITS WHY THEY BUY EQUIPMENT –
A)
B)
C)
D)
E)
F)
G)
H)
I)

I Make $
2. Save $
3. Save Time
4. Make life more convenient
5. Offer high quality
6. Freedom from worry (Carefree)
7. More professional image; a better looking or better sounding operation
8. Wants to expand, to become bigger
9. Novelty, wants a new project to do, something new.

These seem to be the most common ones.
You turn a FEATURE into a BENEFIT by how it applies to the client. Practice makes
this come easier. You will find that when you're looking at the three benefits you noted
down on your Interview Form, it's pretty easy to find a feature to give the desired benefit.
Suppose on your Interview Form, under "Benefits", you have listed:

1. Get rid of switchboard worry, repair problems.
2. Save money on labor.
3. Want to grow with new services.
Those 3 benefits are (1) Freedom from worry, (2) Save Money, and (3) Expand.
Use Features to give Benefits like this:
"With modern equipment and on-site spares, you never need to worry about is the
equipment working today. It works day in, day out." (Freedom from Worry/Carefree.)
"With call distribution, you even out the operators’ workload; you even out the peaks and
eliminate the idle time. The result is less stress for your operators. And, this same group
of operators can handle a larger number of customers, saving you a bundle on labor cost."
(Save $.)
3) "With StarTel's track record of developing new software you can create new revenues
from new services -- order entry, service dispatch, mailing lists, sending messages to
printers, and more. New markets mean new profits."(Expand.)
And now the last step of the Recommendation …

ASK A COMMITTING QUESTION:
Its purpose: to get the client to agree with you.
You tack one of these onto the end of EACH benefit.
Examples:
"Getting new business is important to you, isn't it, Mr. Smith?"
"Your operators would enjoy having a less stressful workload, wouldn't they?"
"You'd like savings on labor cost, wouldn't you?"
"You'd enjoy a more exact scheduling system, wouldn't you?" "Wouldn't it be nice to be
able to grow?"
"You'd like being able to sell new services, wouldn't you?"
"I'll bet you'll feel better when those switchboards are out of here, right?"
"A more professional, attractive office is probably real important to you. Yes?"
"Giving your customers higher quality service would probably make you feel real proud,
wouldn't it, Mr. Smith?"
"I'll bet you'll find it fun and exciting as this, huh."
"Have I made it clear why you can have complete confidence in StarTel as a vendor?"
"Can you see why our careful attention to service questions can give you real peace of
mind?"
These questions:
1) Test whether he's going along with you.
2) If HE says it's a benefit, it gains weight in his mind.
3) He's conditioning himself to agree with you.
Remember: You use his name on the VALUE side, not the COST side. That means that
here in the recommendation, either in the benefit or the committing question is a good
place to throw in his name. Helps get agreement.
Remember: If you've determined his perceptual mode, couch the benefit and the
committing question in the same mode, so that he'll really get what you are saying. Helps
get agreement.
Remember: Use the same rate of speech that he does. In the interview, you mostly had
him talk, but now in the recommendation step, you talk a fair amount. He'll like you and
trust you if you speak like he does. Helps get agreement.
Remember: Unless it's absurd, sit in the same body position that he uses. Once again, this
communicates to him that the two of you are alike, and it helps him to accept what you
say. Helps to get agreement.
Remember: A committing question is a closing question (Assumptive Tie-Down). When
you ask a closing question -SHUT UP!

COMPREHENSIVE EXAMPLE
Please refer to the attachments for Mr. Carl Client:
Interview Form, filled out
System Pricing Worksheet, filled out
Carl talks somewhat slowly, with a slight Texas drawl, and he's friendly. As you see from
the vocabulary section, he uses lots of visual words. Note too that he said "we want the
best". That's circled because you can come back to this again and again.
He's got 460 customers on 5 switchboards, plus another 150 on two Mitey Mites. Note
that two trunks is not enough to service 150 customers so there will be service quality
problems here. Many of these 150 clients are Joint Users -- people with no phone who
give out the Answering Service Number as their own. Carl has quite a few doctors (this
will mean patching), some apartment buildings (paging for service problems), and does a
little business in renting pagers.
He says he wants to market 800 Number service and he wants 6 operator positions.
Most of his switchboard clients can get CF. He plans to drop the switchboards one at a
time. So much careful thought tells you he's realistic and a good prospect for new
equipment. He wouldn't have counted up the clients who can get CF if he wasn't pretty
serious.
He volunteered that he wanted to "get rid of these damn switchboards, you can't get them
fixed anymore". So you note that as benefit fl and check off "carefree". He wants
freedom from the worry of switchboard repair.
When you asked him what the new equipment was going to do for him, he said he wanted
"screens, so we can expand our order entry business, and do 800 numbers". You note this
as benefit #2 and check off "expand".
When you were asking him about what were the worst problems he had in his service he
brought up his struggles to maintain a "consistent level of quality". He said the operators
"get too stressed during peaks of calls". You note this as benefit #3 and check off
"quality". Note that this is an issue both of the quality of service to the customer and the
quality of the operator's job.
When you asked his budget for the project and his comfortable monthly investment he
gave you two figures that don't go together:
That is …
$80,000k would be about $1,853 monthly.
$ 2,500 monthly would be about $107,945 total.

Notice from the pricing worksheet that the equipment he requires will be $124,000, and a
monthly investment of $2,964. Since he said he could handle $2,500 monthly, this
shouldn't be too big a problem.
Your recommendation comes from 1) what he told you he wanted, 2) his requirement to
keep 93 hardwire customers, and 3) his ability to invest $2,500 monthly. Since you're
having to come in a little higher than he's suggesting monthly, you have chosen to leave
out any spares for the concentrators.
You can draw some parallels between his last big investment ('83 Cadillac) and the
StarTel gear. The old car threw the tranny; the switchboards keep breaking and
MiteyMite parts have been outgrown.
He sees the Caddy as the mark of success, his pals drive them, and he got prices two
places. This tells you to describe StarTel as the "equipment of successful service
owners", and to call his attention to friends of his who use StarTel (or have him call some
bigwig StarTel Owners). It also suggests that he will probably consider one or two other
vendors, so you talk about Star Tel being the best available but don't drag in comparisons
to other vendors unless you know what other company he's considering.
He was irritated when his Caddy needed a minor adjustment. You should therefore plan
to do follow-up meeting(s) right after installation, to handle any gripes or grouches.
As the two of you talked, he also volunteered some concerns and issues which you noted:
1) Since he wants pretty booths for operations, you've discovered a 4th benefit:
Image.
2) Since Harriet the manager has to like it, you'd better do an interview form on her.
Get her speech rate and perceptual mode so you know how to talk to her. When
you ask her what the new equipment is supposed to do for her, you'll find she
wants different benefits. For example, she may want easier billing input
(convenience), remote printers to save on check-in labor (convenience) and better
scheduling figures (convenience).
3) He's had quality control problems with his operators forgetting to follow up on
paging doctors. This is an advantage for you to press while on the benefit of
quality control and/or carefree.
4) His buddy installed a brand X system and lost all the messages the first week due
to pouring coffee into the hard disk. Carl will need reassurance about back-ups
and reliability. The Similar Situation Close may be useful, telling about a StarTel
owner who had to trade a disk once and how the techs transferred the messages
for him with no problems, etc.
5) He asked you if you'd take Mitey Mites on trade-in. This is one of those trivial
things that could clinch a deal. For example, if he's just hesitating on signing and
you say "Tell you what. Go ahead andgive me your OK today, and I'll give you
$2,000 credit for those two Mitey Mites. That's fair, isn't it?"

Your fact-finding in the Interview seems to be complete. You have the important three
benefits (actually four) and you know the correct equipment configuration. So now you
go to the Recommendation.
Remember, there are four steps to do:
A) Recommend equipment configuration.
B) Discuss amount of investment. (Cost)
C) Discuss BENEFITS of the equipment. (Value)
D) Ask Committing Questions.

YOUR RECOMMENDATION
“From what you've told me, Carl, I'd recommend our System 2800 with 6 operator
positions and a local concentrator to hardwire up to 96 customers. This system comes
with the very attractive CRT terminals you saw in the pictures, and lots of operator
efficiency features like the built-in phrase keys. You can view the management statistics
daily if you like and that will help Harriet with scheduling. It broadcasts messages to
remote printers or alphanumeric pagers, the Action Reminder System is built-in so your
doctors' pages won't be forgotten, and we'll customize your charges for patching and
paging. The Doctors Clinics can be set up with separate screens for separate doctors, if
you like, and provision for Joint Users is built-in, too.
“This includes a complete set of spares for the telephony, and the local concentrator has
flexible ring-count changing so its easy to do. I've included the specialized order entry
package as well.\ (Point at monthly investment total on your worksheet*) Your monthly
investment would only be $2,964. That's only $460 over your estimate, and I think you'll
find the investment well worth the difference.
"For one thing, you'll immediately get rid of all this hassle keeping those switchboards
running. It's inherently more reliable, and seeing a full set of spares on the shelf is a very
reassuring feeling.
"I imagine you'd find it very relaxing to not have to hassle with switchboard repair
anymore, right, Carl?
(Uh -huh.)
"In addition, you can look forward to expanded marketing with a totally professional
order entry service. The full-screen order blank makes it easy for the operator to see
exactly what's required.
“You can bring prospects into the office to let them see for themselves, if you like.
Letting them see their own name on the screen would be a useful addition to your
expanded marketing program, don't you think?
(Why, I suppose so. Well ... maybe.)
"Uh-huh. And I'm sure you see how the proper management reports will stabilize the
quality control here. Better scheduling means less swamped operators -- they will
appreciate that. And you'll actually see who your best operators are, and you can see who
needs a little work. Better quality control would fit right into your expanded marketing
plans. Keeps those customers happy. Right?
(It sure would help.)

"Also ... it sure would look nice in here. You could set up the operator booths all along
that wall. Is that how you'd do it?
(Actually, over there would be better. But I see what you mean.)
Now you have:
A) Recommended equipment configuration.
B) Discussed amount of investment. (Cost)
C) Discussed BENEFITS of the equipment. (Value)
D) Asked Committing Questions.
E)
Since you've now completed the Recommendation Part, it's time to move on to Closing
the Sale.

PART 4: CLOSING THE SALE
When do you close?
Watch for the "Closing Signals"
1) A "yes" answer to 3 committing questions.
2) An unsolicited indication that he's sold. "Huh, that doesn't sound too bad." "That
would be pretty good."
3) Successfully overcoming an objection.
4) "Can you" and "would it", such as "Can you do so-and-so?" or "Would it be
possible to ..."
When you hear one of these, ask for the sale.
These 4 are noted as abbreviations on your Interview form, as a reminder.
(What if he makes these noises early, before hearing any benefits, or what if you walk in
and he says "I want to get a System 1200." In that case, for God's sake don't start telling
him investment amounts and benefits and making a presentation. Don't do BENEFITS
and Committing Questions. Skip over everything we usually do and just start filling out
the Purchase Agreement, using the either-or questions described below.)
(What if you get to the end without hearing one of these? In that case ask for the sale
anyway. You might as well -your odds are a heck of a lot better than if you'd never
asked.)
The reason sales people often hesitate to ask for the sale is for fear of the client saying
"no", effectively losing the sale (they think).
So don't ask questions that can be answeed "no", such as "Do you want this equipment"?
"Want to buy some?”, etc.
Instead we'll use an either-or question. We let him choose between this and that. It's often
a small decision. If he's not ready to buy, he'll defer answering you, but he hasn't said no,
and we can continue the discussion.
Eg: "Do you feel comfortable with 6 operator positions, or would you rather have 7?"
"Do you want your equipment delivered this month, or would the first of (month) be
better?"
"Do you see the value of the screens, or would you feel more comfortable using the 1200
System?"
"Will you be handling this with cash, or financing through a leasing company?"
"Shall we install the new system in this room, or in that other room?"

You make it real easy with this information-gathering stage, you five advice, etc. Twoway communication. Basically this is the order-blank" close done with "alternative of
choice" questions.
Closes are fully described in the "Closing Techniques" document. On your Interview
Form all these closes are listed, with a box to check. Each time you attempt a close, check
the box. Some sales only occur after you've checked off 15 boxes (or more).
By checking off the boxes for closes, you will do these valuable things for yourself:
1) You will give yourself valuable feedback which will tend to make you more
effective at asking for the sale: early, often, strongly, and many times.
I made up an Interview Form for the Sales Manager in my Answering Service to
use when prospects called in. Though she assured me that she always asked for
the sale, when she had the form with boxes to check, she discovered at the end of
the first week there were many occasions where she never asked once! With the
facts before her she found it easy to increase the number of closing questions
asked. Naturally her sales (and commissions) increased noticeably.
2) It will give you a feeling of progress to see the checks proliferate over several
visits, and I think you'll begin to realize how MANY times you must ask a closing
question to snag the sale.
3) You can avoid the mistake of repeating certain closes when that might not be
effective.
Or, you can review the list prior to a call-back, and pre-select some closes to try.
If he doesn't sign up right then –
1) Give him SOMETHING, or mail him SOMETHING. Brochure, letter, whatever.
Sometimes the guy has some problem that makes him consider new equipment,
but he doesn't quite do it. Later on something happens to confirm his feeling he
should do it, and he'll call back. The brochure makes it more likely that he'll call
you.
2) Arrange a call-back.
Avoid: "Can I see you again?"
Use an either-or question: "I'd like to come back and measure to see what ways
the booths would fit. Would that be good next Tuesday or would Thursday be
better?"
(Or if you've been talking on the phone:)
"I'm dropping the paperwork in the mail for you to look over. I'd like to go over it
with you when you have it. I could call on Tuesday, or would Thursday be
better?"

THE CALL BACK
Ahead of time, review the Interview Form and make a small emm-c-comee of things you
want to go over.
Decide ahead of time what BENEFITS to talk about. Maybe you want to review the ones
you discussed today, or if it now seems that others would work better, decide on the new
one(s) you'll want to use.
Perhaps in your first interview you were unsuccessful at finding enough benefits. Decide
on questions to dig out some more.
Look over the closes you've asked him, and pick out any good ones that you could use
today.
Avoid:

“Did you get the brochure?”
(This one has nowhere very useful to go.)

Use:

“I’d like to review what I recommended
last Friday to handle your equipment
needs.”
OR (if you need to take a new tack)
“The other day I neglected to tell you about
…”
OR (if you need more interview)
“The other day I forgot to ask you …”

Then re-sell him, using clarification of his situation (Fact Finding), BENEFITS with
Committing Questions, and Closing Techniques.
By the way, our old mentor, J. Douglas Edwards, recommends that you open the
conversation with "You know I forgot to tell you about ..." and then REPEAT THE
WHOLE PRESENTATION.
Some people sign up on the first visit. Others require several visits, and you may ask for
the sale 15 times.

Momentum
There is an element of rhythm and speed in all of this. In other words, for a given client
there is an optimum speed at which you should progress.
Because we use active feedback technique while interviewing, and Committing
Questions while closing and while handling objections, we get a certain amount of
feedback that tells us that we could move along a little more quickly, or that we should
slow down a little.
His voice rate MAY be a clue.
But one thing to beware of is this:
You have a great interview, he's all excited. It seems like he came close to signing, but
not quite, so you're arranging to come back.
Come back as quick as you can. Studies show that people forget new information very
quickly. This also means he'll quickly forget why he was excited. He'll forget to continue
to feel excited. The longer you wait to crank him up again, the less excited he'll be.
So come back soon, catch him still hot, and your job's easier. That's taking advantage of
his developed momentum.
That's closing the sale.

Part 5: DEALING WITH OBJECTIONS
We tend to dislike objections. But objections can be good.
(1) The client is at least giving you an opportunity to make the sale (instead of giving
you no communication and no information and no opportunity).
(2) His objecting is often a signal that he's engaging in the buying behavior of
worrying about it and discussing the pro's and con's.
(3) Objections point out, loud and clear, exactly what BENEFIT you must present
hard, and which he'll then buy.

Common types of objections
(1) Cost: Total Investment, monthly cash out, retraining costs, Telco re-installation
charges, etc.
(2) New equipment isn't a good answer to the problem: "Our doctors like
switchboards." OR "Call Distribution is a work of the devil." OR "Our clients are
too dumb to learn call-forwarding." OR "Our girls can't type/can't read LED's."
(3) Silent objection: There's something in his mind, but he isn't saying.
(4) The Stall: 'I've got to check with Fred."
In another document "Objection Handling" we will go into greater detail on specific
powerful approaches to handle specific objections. (Specific objections include "it costs
too much", "its too big/too little", etc.) We'll describe how to flush out the silent
objection, and how to deal with the Stall.
However, here I'll present two general methods which will handle 80% of all objections.
(These two methods will be repeated in the "Objection Handling" document as the
mainstay of objection handling.)

HANDLING OBJECTION, METHOD A
The client will often mention objections early in the interview stage or in passing later.
Always note down any objection he says. There's a place on your Interview Form for you
to note objections.
You note them down so as to trap the valuable information there (i.e., a BENEFIT he'd
like to buy). But your first Method of handling an objection is –
DON'T HANDLE IT AT ALL1
You DO ACKNOWLEDGE him. For example, you may say "I can see how you might
feel that way", or "Uh-huh. ... By the way ..."
Or you might make a show of carefully writing it down, perhaps repeating it.
And then go on to ask him some other question.
The strategy here is that a fair number of objections raised are not really important to the
guy. Even though he raises the issue, maybe it's a minor point in his own mind, or maybe
some information that arises later will cause him to realize the unimportance of his
objection. He might have said it just to tease you, or as a joke. So we acknowledge him as
having communicating something, but we don't handle it.
Our strategy here suggests that, if its really important to him, he'll raise it AGAIN. Then
you'll know it REALLY IS important, and you've learTe-amething new. You've learned
which of his objections are really profitable for you to work on.
So Method A sez: Acknowledge him, but don't handle the objection at all.

HANDLING OBJECTION, METHOD B
This is a general formula. It is magically powerful. Here we DO handle his objection.
Here's how:
LISTEN to the objection.
Listen completely. Don't interrupt. The tendency is to jump in there and cut him off. But
don't. For one thing, if you don't listen completely, you might think he's objecting to "X"
when it's "Y" he has in mind. If you jump in there and talk about "X" -- now he has TWO
objections to consider.
Also, if you interrupt or cut him off, it will just make him set his heels. It may make him
mad. By listening, some of the steam goes out of the objection. People have even been
known to dismiss their own objection after hearing themselves spell it out, because after
hearing it, it didn't seem important!
Then AGREE WITH HIM!
This may sound crazy, but it makes him think that you're not on opposite sides of the
fence. If YOU agree with HIM, then HE'S more likely to agree with YOU.
Now your agreeing with him is not usually going to be "I completely agree with you".
For example, he says "It costs too much". You won't say "It sure does cost too much".
You will say instead, "Certainly cost is an important consideration". See, you're agreeing
that his CONCERN is a valid one, and that it's a good thing to consider.
If he says "All this new equipment loses the messages", that's just an opinionated
representation of his valid concern that his messages not get lost. Do not deal with his
opinion as your opponent. Instead you get the information in his statement that he's a guy
who will buy new equipment IF he feels confident that it will not lose the messages. The
guy is telling you what is important to him -- and that information is telling you exactly
what BENEFIT he wants in order to buy.
So you say "Certainly the safety of the messages is the main thing to consider". He sees
that you agree with him and that you're on the same side of this issue.
Note also that you've "re-framed" his FIXED OPINION into a more neutral form, and
shifted him away from "having decided against" in the direction of "considerating the
pro's and con's".
Now RE-STATE HIS OBJECTION as a rhetorical question.
It's not as if you want him to answer the question; you just want him to agree that, yes,
we are considering a question and, yes, that IS the question being considered.

He said "Your rates are too high".
You agree "Certainly cost is an important consideration". Now you rephrase "What you
seem to be wondering, Mr. Smith, is ... WOULD YOUR NEW EQUIPMENT REALLY
BE WORTH $1100 A MONTH TO YOU".
He will probably agree with you; after all, that's the issue he raised. But note that at this
point, we've changed his FIXED NEGATIVE OPINION into AN OPEN QUESTION
which is to be considered further.
Then you continue with presenting exactly why and how the equipment will provide to
him the BENEFIT of being worth $1100 a month to him. You'll list the benefits he gets
(freedom from worry, reduced overhead, less client loss due to his happy clients, etc.).
And you'll follow the benefit presentation with committing questions.
Another example –
He says "I want to shop around."
You agree "It's certainly wise to have all the facts." You rephrase "You're probably
wondering, Mr. Smith, if OUR EQUIPMENT CAN REALLY PROVIDE YOU THE
BEST POSSIBLE VALUE FOR YOUR INVESTMENT. Isn't that it?”
He'll probably agree; that IS the issue.
Now you know what BENEFIT he wants, and you've verified it with him. If you now
present how he can prove for himself a return from his new equipment, he's likely to sign
up.
So you present the benefits and follow with committing questions.

EXAMPLE OF OBJECTION HANDLED
(with BENEFITS and Committing Questions)
Let's assume we're dealing with Mr. Carl Client, with the facts as shown on the Interview
Form we studied earlier.
Method A –
You'll notice on that form, Objection /1 was noted as "Paperless: OPs can't type, fears
client loss". He had mentioned that paperless worried him for this reason. He mentioned
this in passing as he was discussing how he wanted to get into 8001 order entry service.
You handled that objection by Method A. You noted it, said "uh-huh", and let him
continue talking about his marketing plans. And he hasn't raised the issue again. If he
doesn't raise it, you damn sure won't bring it up.
But NOTE: That objection suggests that you know an additional BENEFIT, that you
might bring up later. It's probably that he will respond to the BENEFIT of "freedom from
worry" about client loss. In other words, if you mention a FEATURE (such as StarTel's
wonderful training program) that will give him the BENEFIT of not losing any clients, it
sure would be a load off your mind, wouldn't it, Carl?
If he does later raise "can't type" again, you will handle by Method B, using a FEATURE
like "built-in typing teacher" and "handy phrase keys" to offer him the BENEFIT of not
losing any clients, and that sure would be a load off your mind, wouldn't it, Carl?
Method B –
Now let's assume that you've just done your recommendation step. He gave you the
"closing signal" of yes answers to 3 benefits, so you asked a closing question about did
he want the equipment delivered next week or would the first of the month be better?
"But - But - " he says. "I can't AFFORD that! It's almost $3,000 a month! I can only go
maybe $2,500, and that's stretching it"!
You respond, "Certainly cash flow is an important consideration. What you seem to be
asking me, Carl, is HOW DOES YOUR NEW EQUIPMENT JUSTIFY THIS
MONTHLY INVESTMENT? Is that right?"
"Damn right," he says. You realize that the benefits you cite might be those of making
money or saving money. OR you might be able to use -- AGAIN -- some of the
BENEFITS you've already learned are important to him.
You look over your Interview Form. (You have now noted Objection 12 as "too much $
monthly"). You now choose from among such BENEFITS as:
*(1) Save money with switchboard removal.
Save money with call distribution.

Increased income from documenting all transaction charges.
Make money with expanded marketing of order entry.
Having pretty soundproof booths.
Let's assume you choose the three BENEFITS marked with "*".
Now you say:
"Well, first of all, some very substantial savings immediately make your profit picture
real pretty. For example, you get those unsightly switchboards out of here, and you don't
have to look at the Telco repairman every week, and you'll see a greatly reduced
telephone expense every month. Five switchboards at $250 each is almost $1300 saved
each month, PLUS savings on repair and lots less hassle. Telco savings are—Oing to buy
almost half your equipment for you, AND you'll get about $12,000 Investment Credit
from Uncle Sam. Doesn't it look more attractive to let those guys cover some of your
expense than to go on throwing money at them forever ... for nothing?"
(He agrees.)
"Something else, Carl. You said you think you could get about a hundred new clients for
order entry within a year if you could just get into some expanded marketing. Well, just
look at what this specialized order-entry machine gives you … One hundred clients at an
average of $450 each is $15,000 a month. Subtract about two operators serve them.
That’s two operators times 8 hours times $5 an hour [this was in 1983!] times 22
weekdays in a month. That’s under $4000. You've got $11,000 a month to play with.
So a better way to look at it might be ... wouldn't it be good, Carl, to see that much more
money coming in right now?" (He agrees.)
"One more thing I might mention. In your own estimate you said you'd feel comfortable
with $2500 as a monthly investment. Now aside from seeing the extra money coming in,
and freedom from the switchboard hassle, just picture this for a minute ... Switchboards
all gone. Over there along that wall ... pretty booths looking orderly and clean, modern
CRT terminals all lined up, maybe a little fresh paint on the walls, operators coming in
looking fresh and professional, management reports stacked neatly on your desk,
showing you exactly how much you've grown. Just think about that for a minute. (pause)
Now the monthly investment to have all this is only about 15 a day. That's about 60c an
hour. Gosh, you paid lots more than that for the worst operator you ever had. So when
you picture this beautiful new operation that same old hassle, to have the beautiful
modern you really deserve?"
He’ll quietly for a while, looking at something in his mind. till he shows some signs of
coming out of his reverie. Then gently place the Purchase Agreement before him and
hand him a pen.)
That's how you handle objections.

POWERFUL ACTIVITIES
Match his speech rate (and/or body language) to build rapport.
Say his name (to command his attention) when discussing Value. Avoid his name when
discussing Cost.
Use Active Listening Technique to (a) verify what he said, (b) build rapport, and (c) build
agreement.
Get 3 BENEFITS in the Interview. Then when you show him how the equipment will
give him what he wants, he'll move Heaven & Earth to get the equipment.
If possible, identify his dominant perceptual mode and use it whenever presenting Value.
Know his typical Decision Strategy so you lead him where he tends to go.
Make your recommendation Value-heavy by using the recommendation formula, using
features to give BENEFITS, with Committing Questions.
Use either-or questions to ask for the sale: early, often, strongly, and many times.
When you ask a closing question -- SHUT UP!
Use the Objection Handling Formula, with BENEFITS and Committing Questions.

SUMMARY OF FORMULAS
Get this:
What clients weigh most is COST vs. VALUE.
If COST seems heavy, he’ll pass.
If VALUE seems heavy, he’ll buy.
SALES PRESENTATION PATTERN
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Opening
The Interview
The Recommendation
Closing the Sale
Handling Objections
Call Back

THE RECOMMENDATION PATTERN
A.
B.
C.
D.

Recommend equipment configuration
Discuss amount of investment (Cost)
Discuss BENEFITS of the equipment (Value)
Ask committing questions

HANDLING OBJECTIONS PATTERN
Method A:

Acknowledge, and Move On.

Method B:

1. Listen to the objection
2. Then AGREE with Him
3. Now RE-STATE HIS OBJECTION as a rhetorical question
4. Present BENEFITS and committing questions

HOW TO CLOSE SALES
1. Ask for the sale: early, often, strongly, and many times.
2. When you ask a closting question – SHUT UP!

A FINAL NOTE
This sales presentation method is good, and you can use it to grow ever more successful
in sales, but for an even more powerful methodology, it will help tremendously if you
will train yourself in Conversational Hypnosis.
This teaches you how to observe the prospect before you so you can read what they’re
thinking (or feeling) almost before they know it. And knowing these things will make all
the above closes far more effective.
In addition, training yourself in Conversational Hypnosis provides an entire new set of
ways to communicate persuasively, beyond these effective but simple word patterns.
To learn more about obtaining this advanced skill, so you can have an advanced life, visit
our site at http://learn-conversational-hypnosis.org for a more complete explanation.
On that site, you will find this free report available, plus others you will also find useful,
and even an explanation of how you can obtain a free 3-CD Mini-Course in the
fundamentals of hypnosis, self-hypnosis for improving your life, and conversational
hypnosis for improving your sales.

Simply-Free-Article-Spinner.com
Are you an Online Marketer, and do you use Article Marketing?
Would you like more great information on how to get better traffic?
Did you find my writing style in this report to be helpful?
Do you like free gifts and bonuses?
If you answered “YES” to any of these, then please visit our sister site Simply-FreeArticle-Spinner.com, where you will find an easy-to-use article spinner to help you create
new articles from old.
You can write one article, spin it, and create multiple variations. Place these in article
directories to create effective backlinks to your website, and if you’re a good writer, then
other sites will also pick up your articles and reprint them on their websites, giving you
even more rank-increasing backlinks.
It’s free. It’s simple. That’s why we call it the Simply-Free-Article-Spinner.
We will ask you to register, and we’ll do our best to send you our ‘Spinning SEO
Heaven’ newsletter, just chock-full of useful information (and more than a few free gifts
as well), but of course, you can drop out of the newsletter at any time with one click.
We’d love to see you there. It’s an online application. Easy to understand. Easy to use.
And Article Writing can be very effective at promoting your products and sites.
Click here to visit Simply-Free-Article-Spinner.com.
A Sample Article from the Website –
How to Write Effective Copy that Sells on the Web

Voltos Industries and Powerline Press
Voltos Industries (http://voltos.com) manufactures musical instruments; publishes books
in the fields of psychology and self-help, music-learning, and sales and marketing; and
engages in both affiliate and direct marketing of web-based and physical products.
Voltos Industries, http://voltos.com
Mobius Megatar Touchstyle Guitars, http://megatar.com
Powerline Press, http://powerlinepress.com
Affililiate-Prophet.Info, http://affiliate-prophet.info
The Sweetheart Report, http://sweetheartreport.com
Learn Conversational Hypnosis, http://learn-conversational-hypnosis.org

